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The Limits of Antitrust
Frank H. Easterbrook*
The goal of antitrust is to perfect the operation of competitive
markets. What does this mean? A "competitive market" is not necessarily the one with the most rivalry moment-to-moment. The auction
in which atomistically small buyers and sellers continuously shout out
bid and asked prices, the picture of "perfect competition" found in economic texts, is a hypothetical construct. Every market entails substantial cooperation over some domain in order to facilitate competition
elsewhere. Every firm has webs of internal cooperation. Exxon entails
far more coordination than the average cartel. Every joint venture,
every partnership, indeed every contract creates cooperation among
people who might otherwise be rivals. Markets themselves are organized. The Chicago Board of Trade, perhaps the closest of modem
markets to the textbook ideal, has a sheaf of rules and cooperative arrangements that reduce the cost of competition.
The dichotomy between cooperation inside a "firm" and competition in a "market" is just a convenient shorthand for a far more complicated continuum. Antitrust law permits, even encourages, cooperation
within a "firm," for such cooperation is the basis of economic productivity. But everything done within a firm could be done by market
transactions as well. The degree of integration is variable, and some
firms are integrated through many more stages of production than
others. The firm itself is just a legal name for a complicated set of
contractual arrangements among workers, managers, and contributors
* Lee and Brena Freeman Professor of Law, University of Chicago. I thank Douglas G.
Baird, Gary S. Becker, Dennis W. Carlton, Diane Wood Hutchinson, Victor H. Kramer, Geoffrey
Miller, Richard A. Posner, George G. Stigler, Cass R. Sunstein, Lester Telser, and Richard 0.
Zerbe, Jr., for helpful comments on earlier drafts.
This essay was delivered as the inaugural Susman, Godfrey & McGowan Centennial Litigation Lecture at the University of Texas on April 4, 1984. I appreciate the opportunity and the
challenge afforded by the sponsors of the lecture and the faculty of the Law School.
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of capital. The firm expands to include more and more such contractual arrangements until, at the margin, the costs of controlling additional production internally equal the costs of coordinating production
through market or "spot" transactions with "outsiders."' The internal
costs may include the difficulty of coordination, the difficulty of giving
correct incentives to agents, and the loss of information that markets
offer in the form of prices. The ways in which these costs compare with
the costs of organizing and maintaining markets are not fixed. Thus,
there is no "right" balance between inside and outside transactions.
There is only an ever-shifting equilibrium, differing from firm to firm,
product to product, and time to time, as the relative costs of internal
and market operations change.
If all economic arrangements entail extensive cooperation, how is
an antitrust court to proceed? Unless the court knows the "right" balance between competition and cooperation in each market, it does not
know in which direction to move. Are 10-year exclusive dealing contracts between oil companies and service stations too long? Too short?
Just right? Does it matter whether there are two oil companies or
twenty? 200 stations or 20,000? Is a Herfmdahl-Hirschmiann Index of
concentration in titanium dioxide of 3000 too high? Too low? Just
right? If the court tries to move the economy in the direction of the
textbook model of atomistic auctions, it is sure to be wrong a great deal
of the time. If the court tries to do anything else, it is at sea.
A fundamental difficulty facing the court is the incommensurability of the stakes. If the court errs by condemning a beneficial practice,
the benefits may be lost for good. Any other firm that uses the condemned practice faces sanctions in the name of stare decisis, no matter
the benefits. If the court errs by permitting a deleterious practice,
though, the welfare loss decreases over time. Monopoly is self-destructive. Monopoly prices eventually attract entry. True, this long run
may be a long time coming, with loss to society in the interim. The
central purpose of antitrust is to speed up the arrival of the long run.
1. See Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA (n.s.) 386 (1937). On the relation
among firm, contract, and market, see Cheung, The ContractualNature of the Firm, 26 J.L. &
EcoN. 1 (1983); Jensen & Meckling, Theory of the Firm: ManagerialBehavior,Agency Costs, and
OrganizationalStructure, 3 J. FIN. ECON. 305 (1976).
Sometimes the most efficient coordination spans several "firms." For a number of reasons, it
may be most cost-effective to organize an industry into many firms (which might provide good
incentives to managers and avoid diseconomies of scale), yet for the firms to coordinate. See L.
TELSER, COMPETITION, COLLUSION, AND GAME THEORY 175-217 (1972); Carlton & Klamer, The
Needfor CoordinationAmong Firms, with Special Reference to Network Industries,50 U. CHI. L.
Rv. 446 (1983). In referring to the optimal size of a firm, I do not mean to exclude the possibility
that coordination among "firms" also is a source of economic benefit.
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But this should not obscure the point: judicial errors that tolerate baleful practices are self-correcting, while erroneous condemnations are
not.
In most cases even a perfectly informed court will have trouble
deciding what the optimal long-run structure of the industry is, because
there is no "right" balance between cooperation and competition. The
judge has no benchmark. Small wonder that the history of antitrust is
filled with decisions that now seem blunders.
Enforcement of the rule against naked horizontal restraints appears to be beneficial. 2 But suits against mergers more often than not
have attacked combinations that increased efficiency, and the dissolution of mergers has led to higher prices in the product market. 3 There
are good theoretical reasons to believe that the costs of other enforcement efforts have exceeded the benefits. 4 Indeed, from time to time the
Supreme Court explicitly states that it is sacrificing economic efficiency
to other goals. 5 I do not think such sacrifices are appropriate in anti2. D. LEAN, J. OGUR & R. ROGERS, COMPETITION AND COLLUSION IN ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MARKETS: AN ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 47 (FTC Staff Report 1982) (enforcement of the
anticartel rules reduced prices 4-10%); Block, Nold & Sidak, The Deterrent Effect of Antitrust
Enforcement, 89 J. POL. ECON. 429 (1981) (Justice Department enforcement had the effect of reducing the price of bread); Stigler, The Economic Effects ofthe Antitrust Laws, 9 J.L. & ECON. 225,
236 (1966) (finding some small benefits).
3. This is the inference from the stock market effects of mergers. If a merger is monopolistic, the stock price of the merged firms' rivals should rise in anticipation of obtaining higher prices
for the industry's goods. If the merger achieves efficiencies in production, rivals' stock prices
should fall (and rise again when the merger is dissolved). This second pattern appears to be much
the more common. See Eckbo, HorizontalMergers, Collusion, and Stockholder Wealth, I J. FIN.
ECON. 241 (1983); Stillman, Examining Antitrust Policy Toward Horizontal Mergers, 11 J. FIN.
ECON. 225 (1983); Wier, The Costs ofAntimerger Lawsuits: Evidencefrom the Stock Market, 11 J.
FIN. ECON. 207 (1983); see also D. AUDRETSCH, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ANTITRUST POLICY
TOWARDS HORIZONTAL MERGERS (1983) (finding that costs of enforcement exceed benefits unless

the redistributional effects of enforcement are counted as benefits). The more traditional studies,
going case-by-case to try to find whether enforcement improves competition, come to the same
conclusion. See, e.g., Elzinga, The,4ntimergerLaw: Pyrrhic Victories 12 J.L. & ECON. 43 (1969);
Gellhorn, Regulatory Reform and the FederalTrade Commission'sAntitrust Jurisdiction,49 TENN.
L. REV. 471, 479-99 (1982).
4. For just a few of the treatments, see R. BORK, THE ANTITRUST PARADOX (1978) (logical

critique, based on economic principles, of almost all antitrust doctrine); W. BOWMAN, PATENT
AND ANTITRUST LAW (1973) (logical critique of tying, exclusivity, and related doctrines with regard to patents); R. POSNER, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE (1976) (economic

critique of almost all antitrust doctrine); Gelihorn, supra note 3, at 479-99 (collecting sources).
Other scholars, although less sweeping in condemnation, believe that many areas of antitrust law
have done more harm than good. See, e.g., P. AREEDA & D. TURNER, ANTITRUST LAW (1978,

1980 & 1982 Supp.). For a thoughtful discussion of why antitrust has followed the path it has, see
Baxter, The PoliticalEconomy ofAntitrust, in THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ANTITRUST: PRINCIPAL PAPER 3-4 (R. Tollison ed. 1980).
5. E.g., FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 580 (1967); Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, 370 U.S. 294, 344 (1962). This line of cases may have come to an end in Procter& Gamble;
today's Court takes a different view. See Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S.
36, 53 n.21, 57-59 (1977). Nonetheless, the anti-efficiency strain runs deep in some cases and in
the history of the Robinson-Patman Act and tying doctrine. It could be revived.
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trust, but that is another debate. 6 Whether courts try to trade efficiency
against other goals is less important than whether they do.
Antitrust is costly. The judges act with imperfect information
about the effects of the practices at stake. The costs of action and information are the limits of antitrust. I ask in this essay how we should
respond to these limits.
I.

Ignorance and Inhospitality in Antitrust

Donald Turner once described the "inhospitality tradition of antitrust." The tradition is that judges view each business practice with
suspicion, always wondering how firms are using it to harm consumers.
If the defendant cannot convince the judge that its practices are an essential feature of competition, the judge forbids their use.
Inhospitality is an old tradition. Adam Smith stated that businessmen could hardly begin to talk before their thoughts turned to restraint
of trade. 7 Jeremy Bentham and Oliver Wendell Holmes gave us a "bad
man" vision of the law. George Stigler gave us a view of politics in
which interest groups "purchase" legislation to suppress competition. 8
Economists as well as judges are suspicious: "If an economist finds
something. . . that he does not understand, he looks for a monopoly
explanation. And as in this field we are very ignorant, the number of
ununderstandable practices tends to be rather large, and the reliance on
a monopoly explanation frequent." 9
Yet all business arrangements entail some cooperation, if only the
cooperation in delivering the product pursuant to a contract of sale.
Cooperation is the source of monopoly, yet it is also the engine of efficiency. Firms organize some span of activities the better to compete
6. Compare P. AREEDA & D. TURNER, supra note 4, 103-13; R. BORK, supra note 4, at 8189; Easterbrook, Is There a Ratchet in Antitrust Law 60 TEXAS L. REV.705, 714-17 (1982), with
Fox, The Modernization ofAntitrust: A New Equilibrium, 66 CORNELL L. REV. 1140 (1981); Pitofsky, The Political Content ofAntitrust, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 1051 (1979); Sullivan, Antitrust,
Microeconomics, and Politics: Reflections on Some Recent Relationshis, 68 CALIF. L. REV. 1
(1980).
7. "People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but
the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices."
A. SMITH, THE WEALTH OF NATIONS 128 (Modem Library ed. 1937) (originally published in
1776).
8. G. STIGLER, THE CITIZEN AND THE STATE 114-88 (1975). Stigler's view, which has been
developed by many others, e.g., Peltzman, Towarda More GeneralTheory ofRegulation, 19 J.L. &
ECON. 211 (1976), must be distinguished from that of "capture theorists," who maintain that regulated groups come to dominate the agencies originally established to regulate them. Stigler proposes that the agencies need not be captured because they were created to serve the purportedlyregulated groups.
9. Coase, Industrial Organization: A ProposalforResearch, in 3 POLICY ISSUES AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 59, 67 (V. Fuchs ed. 1972).
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with others. No surprise that antitrust enforcers and courts, charged
with finding the anticompetitive cooperation in a maze of beneficial
cooperation, should turn a suspicious eye on practices that seem to entail cooperation without competitive benefit.
The inhospitality tradition of antitrust has proven very costly. The
costs were inevitable. Wisdom lags far behind the market. It is useful
for many purposes to think of market behavior as random. Firms try
dozens of practices. Most of them are flops, and the firms must try
something else or disappear.10 Other practices offer something extra to
consumers-they reduce costs or improve quality-and so they survive.
In a competitive struggle the firms that use the best practices survive.
Mistakes are buried.
Why do particular practices work? The firms that selected the
practices may or may not know what is special about them. They can
describe what they do, but the why is more difficult. Only someone
with a very detailed knowledge of the market process, as well as the
time and data needed for evaluation, would be able to answer that
question. Sometimes no one can answer it.
Ignorance would be tolerable but for the fact that every successful
competitive practice has victims. The more successful a new method of
making and distributing a product, the more victims, the deeper the
victims' injury. Joseph Schumpeter called competition a "gale of creative destruction."" It is a neverending process of weeding out the sluggish and the inefficient. Yet those who lose in the competitive struggle
do not view the outcome as just. They are probably less knowledgeable
than the average business executive about why they failed and others
succeeded. (If they knew what went wrong, they might have
improved.)
The gale of creative destruction produces victims before it produces economic theories and proof of what is beneficial. The antitrust
laws invite these victims to take their grievances to court. They hire
lawyers who know less about the businesses than the people they represent. As the case arrives in court, the judge sees a business practice
that has caused a formerly successful business to fail or to be deprived
of a profitable opportunity ("foreclosure").
The judge knows even less about the business than the lawyers. At
10. Gary Becker and Armen Alchian have developed models showing how markets will
evolve toward efficiency even if most of the participants behave irrationally or randomly. G.
BECKER, THE ECONOMIC APPROACH TO HUMAN BEHAVIOR 153-68 (1976); Alchian, Uncertainty,
Eolution,and Economic Theory, 58 J. POL. ECON. 211 (1950).
11. J. SCHUMPETER, CAN CAPITALisM SuRvivE? 24 (1978).
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first hearing, the failure or lost opportunity is bound to seem a reduction in competition. Fewer competitors remain, and fewness is the definition of monopoly (or at least oligopoly). The defendant is unlikely
to have a good explanation for its success. The time is not ripe. When
the defendant lacks a powerful explanation for its conduct, and the evidence points to "exclusion," a judge is likely to conclude: "Why not
prohibit this practice? If it is anticompetitive, the prohibition will be
beneficial. If it is not anticompetitive, the prohibition will be harmless;
the defendant cannot tell me why the practice is essential to efficiency."
Reasoning of this sort has led to the condemnation--often under a
per se rule-of horizontal agreements by the dozen as well as tie-ins,
resale price maintenance, vertical territorial and customer restrictions,
patent pools, block booking, and a host of other business practices.
The Supreme Court once said that "[tlying agreements serve hardly
any purpose beyond the suppression of competition,"1 2 a phrase it has
applied to many other practices. But it is not true. Economists have
developed procompetitive explanations for all of these practices, sometimes several explanations for each practice. Then, too, practices that
were deleterious yesterday may yield benefits today, as the balance of
advantage between contractual and market organization changes. By
the time scholars understand why the practice succeeded, it is too late.
It is too late in the sense that years of efficient business practices
have been lost. Too late in the sense that the Court may invoke stare
decisis,' 3 and some member of Congress will call for the impeachment
of the head of the Antitrust Division who takes the new learning seriously. 14 Too late in the sense that most people are comfortable with the
way things are and do not like change. Some are intellectually comfortable, others (those whose business would be threatened by the competition from the practice in question) are financially comfortable. The
prohibitory rules create their own constituencies.
Too late, finally, in the sense that businesses abandon the justifications newly opened to them. Once a practice has been declared unlaw12. Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 305-06 (1949).
13. CompareJefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 104 S. Ct. 1551, 1556 (1984) (saying
that it is too late to abandon the 40-year-old per se rule against tie-ins, as four justices argued
should be done; the Court nonetheless drained the per se rule of force, producing much the same
result as express overruling), with Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 104 S. Ct. 2731,
2742 (1984) (overruling a 37-year-old doctrine); Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433
U.S. 36 (1977) (overruling a 10-year-old per se rule).
14. Seiberling, Congress Makes Laws; The Executive Should Enforce Them, 53 ANTITRUST
L.. 175 (1984). Senator Metzenbaum actually called for Assistant Attorney General Baxter's
impeachment. See also Litvack, Government AntitrustPolicy. Theory Versus Practiceandthe Role
ofthe Antitrust Division, 60 TEXAs L. REV. 649 (1982); Pertschuk & Correia, Resale PriceMaintenance-"Why the Per Se Rule Should Be Enforced, 15 NAT'L J. 1201 (1983).
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ful, a business is likely to defend a lawsuit by denying that it engaged
in the practice. Rarely will it say: "Yes, we did that, and here is why it
is economically beneficial that we did." Judges thus are deprived of
opportunities to reconsider, with the light of knowledge, what they decided in ignorance. This was brought home forcefully in the Monsanto
case, in which the Supreme Court declined the Solicitor General's invitation to reassess the per se rule against resale price maintenance. The
Court observed that the defendant had not asked the district court to
overrule the earlier Supreme Court cases, and thus the issue was
foreclosed.15
The practices that come before the courts today are more complex
than "naked" tying or resale price maintenance, and the questions are
more difficult. One recent case presented issues arising out of the
"blanket license" issued by ASCAP and BMI, two performing rights
societies, to those who play music. At one level, the blanket license is a
raw price fixing agreement among almost all rivals in the market. At
another level, the license is a cost-reducing device, allowing those who
want music to get what they need without thousands of individual licensing transactions. The Supreme Court thought this sufficiently
complex that it called for application of the Rule of Reason, which has
16
hurled the lower courts into confusion.
Another case presented an agreement among physicians in Arizona. The physicians specified payments from insurance companies
that they would accept in satisfaction of all obligations of the insureds.
At one level this appears to be raw price fixing. At another level it is a
signalling device by which the lower-price physicians can identify
themselves and through which the physicians offer to share some of the
insurance function, thus addressing a problem of moral hazard. This
15. Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Serv. Corp., 104 S. Ct. 1464, 1469 n.7 (1984). One wonders
just how bold the Court expects a defendant to be. Must it concede that it engaged in prohibited
acts and ask the district court to do what it cannot properly do--disregard an opinion of the
Supreme Court? If the defendant both denies that it did the prohibited thing and seeks a change
in the law, it is at a substantial disadvantage. How can it argue the competitive benefits of the
thing it denies doing?
16. Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 441 U.S. 1 (1979). On remand, the
Court of Appeals found that there was not even any "restraint" because the TV networks easily
could obtain licenses directly from copyright holders. Columbia Broadcasting Sys. v. ASCAP, 620
F.2d 930, 937-39 (2d Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 970 (1981). In a separate suit, a district
judge held the license unlawful under the Rule of Reason as applied to individual stations, because these cannot practicably obtain licenses directly. Buffalo Broadcasting Co. v. ASCAP, 546
F. Supp. 274, 286-96 (S.D.N.Y. 1982), rev'd No. 83-7058 (2d Cir. Sept. 18, 1984). Of course the
benefits of the blanket license are greatest when the users cannot practicably obtain licenses directly, so that the Rule of Reason here condemns the most efficient practices. See Landes, Harm to
Competitiorn Cartels,Mergers,andJoint Ventures, 52 ANTITRUST L.J. 625, 631-35 (1983) (analyz-

ing blanket license).
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time the Court, dividing four to three, invoked the refrain that such
agreements "serve hardly any purpose beyond the suppression of
7
competition."'
Last term the Court addressed a horizontal arrangement among
the nation's colleges controlling the number of college football games
available for broadcast. At one level this is a raw cartel; the NCAA has
reduced the number of different contests shown on TV. At another the
arrangement is like the cooperation inside any firm, in which the firm
adopts the arrangements that make it most likely to succeed in competition with other firms. The NCAA is different from a firm only because integration is incomplete--cooperation on TV coexists with
competition for talent and competition over the field. The NCAA portrayed its practices as elements in a struggle involving pro football,
other sports, and entertainment in general; all were trying to attract
viewers in a much larger advertising-entertainment business. The business as a whole required cooperation; Oklahoma did not want to destroy Nebraska and take Nebraska's business. The response of the
lower courts: "Not persuaded," to which the Supreme Court added:
"Not clearly erroneous."' 18
"Not persuaded" is a common answer. Many times there are no
satisfactory explanations. Their development comes too late. Other
times the explanation is very difficult. Even when people know why
business practices work-which is not very often-the explanation is
hard to convey. It may entail some fancy theory or complicated
econometrics. What can be conveyed in the academic seminar or the
corporate board room is hard to articulate in a trial, when the judge
and jury lack economic training and business expertise. The explanations may show how cooperative practices (or practices that exclude or
harm rivals), which appear at first glance to be restrictive, will have
longer-run benefits in competition. Such explanations meet hostile
reactions.
The response "not persuaded" is natural when a judge is presented
17. Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Soe'y, 457 U.S. 332 (1982). See Easterbrook, Maximum Price Fixing,48 U. CHi. L. REv. 886 (1981), for an evaluation of the economic effects of
such arrangements, and Gerhart, The Supreme Court andAntitrustAnalysis: The (Near)Triumph
of the Chicago School, 1982 Sup. CT. REv. 319, for one of the many criticisms of the decision. But
see Leffler, Maximum-Price Agreements in Markets with Insured Buyers, 2 Sup. CT. ECON. REv.
187 (1983) (supporting the decision with the argument that an increase in the demand for the
insured service will drive up the price to the uninsured; this is an interesting argument, although it
omits discussion of competing approaches and of why everyone is not insured).
18. Board of Regents of the Univ. of Okla. v. NCAA, 546 F. Supp. 1276 (W.D. Okla. 1982),
afjdinpart, 707 F.2d 1147 (10th Cir. 1983), a]t'd, 104 S. Ct. 2948 (1984). See also Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum Comm'n v. NFL, 726 F.2d 1381 (9th Cir. 1984), for another illustration of the
difficulties that arise when a court tries to grapple with a partially-integrated association.
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with a novel and difficult explanation of complex behavior. The benefits will not be precisely measurable. What evidence would suffice?
The benefit of any arrangement is its improvement over the next-best
method of obtaining the same objective. If it is hard to find what a
given practice does, it is impossible to determine the difference in efficiency between a known practice and some hypothetical alternative.
Still, the existence of an alternative matters in the rhetorical contest. For example, vertical integration may achieve some of the benefits of restricted dealing. Extensive quality-control devices may be
alternatives to tie-in sales. Everything has its alternatives. It is easy for
a court to tell a party to use these alternatives. The alternatives may be
more costly, but the defendant will not be able to show the amount of
the difference. Because alternatives exist, the explanation for a particular practice may appear a too-clever effort to avoid the customary legal
rules. The explanation may appear to be an attack on competition itself. It seeks to justify cooperation, does it not? It seeks to justify a
market structure other than atomistic competition, does it not? Why
should a judge be taken in? Any claim of long-run competitive gain
invites judicial skepticism, and properly so. With skepticism come demands for "better," perhaps unavailable, proof. Why should a judge
accept a fancy, novel, untested theory when he has the less restrictive
alternative, closer to the model of atomistic competition, ready to
hand?
The inescapable question is, what happens when a judge is "not
persuaded" by the explanation offered for a complex practice? The
inhospitality tradition calls for the judge to condemn the practice. That
is the wrong answer. A judge who is not persuaded by the explanation
should not leap to the conclusion that whatever is poorly understood
must be anticompetitive. The judge instead should strive to find a way
to distinguish the competitive from the anticompetitive explanations of
the practice. Each explanation predicts certain consequences-for example, most anticompetitive explanations predict lower output and
higher prices. The judge should depend less on the lure of the model of
atomistic competition and more on the making and testing of predictions. The judge should employ some presumptions and filters that
will help to separate pro- and anti-competitive explanations. These filters would be the alternative to the inhospitality tradition, the solution
to the limits of antitrust.
II.

The Shrinking Per Se Rule and the Empty Rule of Reason

Antitrust has two modes of analysis: per se and Rule of Reason.
The per se method responds to the high costs of information and litiga-
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tion. Courts try to identify categories of practices so rarely beneficial
that it makes sense to prohibit the whole category even with knowledge
that this will condemn some beneficial instances. The costs of these
unfortunate condemnations are less than the costs-both litigation and
error costs---of making decisions case by case about competitive
benefit.
As time goes by, fewer and fewer things seem appropriate for per
se condemnation. We see competitive benefits in practices that once
were thought uniformly pernicious. Ten years ago tying arrangements,
boycotts, territorial allocations, and resale price maintenance were unlawful per se. Since then the Supreme Court has removed territorial
allocations from the per se category, removed tying arrangements in all
but name, stood by while lower courts quietly abrogated the per se
treatment of boycotts, and invited reconsideration of the rule about resale price maintenance.' 9 It declined to apply the per se rule to a horizontal arrangement involving almost 100% of the composers of music,
20
on the ground that this arrangement produced competitive benefits.
In the process, the Court announced that the per se rule may be applied
only after evaluation of the possible competitive consequences of an
arrangement-thus undercutting the simplicity that is the principal justification for the rule.
These changes in the structure of antitrust analysis follow ineluctably from changes in our understanding of the economic consequences
of the practices involved. If condemnation per se depends on a conclusion that almost all examples of some practice are deleterious, then discoveries of possible benefits lead to new legal rules. We cannot
condemn so quickly anymore. What we do not condemn, we must
study. The approved method of study is the Rule of Reason.

19. Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36 (1977) (territorial allocations);
United States Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enters., 429 U.S. 610 (1977) (applying a market power test to
tie-ins, thus deviating from usual per se approach); Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde,
104 S. Ct. 1551 (1984) (maintaining a nominal per se rule for tying, but requiring an inquiry into
effect on competition to determine whether something is a tie-in; four justices wrote in favor of
abandoning per se treatment altogether); Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Serv. Corp., 104 S. Ct. 1464,
1469 n.7 (1984) (implicitly inviting further litigation about status of resale price maintenance). On
the lower courts' abrogation of the per se rule against boycotts, see, for example, NCAA v. Board
of Regents of the Univ. of Okla., 104 S. Ct. 2948, 2959-62 (1984) (the Supreme Court set aside a
finding of per se liability without even mentioning the plaintiffs boycott argument, which the
plaintiff had offered as an alternative ground of support of the judgment). See also id at 2962
n.26 (suggesting that there is no longer a clear line between per se and Rule of Reason analysis,
and that the status of tie-ins is uncertain); United States Trotting Ass'n v. Chicago Downs Ass'n,
665 F.2d 781 (7th Cir. 1981) (en banc).
20. Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 441 U.S. 1 (1979).
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A court could try to conduct a full inquiry into the economic costs
and benefits of a particular business practice in the setting in which it
has been used. But it is fantastic to suppose that judges and juries
could make such an evaluation. The welfare implications of most
forms of business conduct are beyond our ken. If we assembled twelve
economists and gave them all the available data about a business practice, plus an unlimited computer budget, we would not get agreement
about whether the practice promoted consumers' welfare or economic
efficiency more broadly defined. They would discover some gaps in
the data, some avenues requiring further exploration. Someone would
invoke the principle of second best, claiming that monopoly could be a
beneficial offset to distortions elsewhere. At least one of the economists would construct a new model showing how the practice could reduce efficiency if certain things (unknowable from the data) were
present. A global inquiry invites no answer; it puts too many things in
issue. To get an answer to a practical problem, we must start with some
assumptions and fixed points of reference.
The economists might be able to reach agreement, though not on
the basis of exhaustive empirical inquiry. They would resort to clues
and shortcuts. They would use their economic knowledge of other
markets to draw inferences about this one. Inference could be based on
survival: if a practice has lasted a long time, despite competitive pressure, the practice is very likely beneficial. Otherwise the market position of the firm using the practice would have eroded under challenge
from rivals. A fi-m collecting an overcharge ultimately loses sales to
firms charging the competitive price. The evidence does not always
permit such long run evaluation, though, and antitrust is designed to
speed up the arrival of the long run (so that firms lose market power
faster). The economists therefore might look at output changes in the
short run. Does the firm using the challenged practice gain sales or
lose them? An increase suggests efficiencies, a lower effective price per
unit of quality delivered. Does the firm gain market share or lose it?
Again an increase suggests net benefits. These tests require some difficult work-the economists need to employ regression analysis to hold
other variables constant and isolate the effects of the challenged practice-but at least they offer a reliable rule of thumb.
If the economist has a way to approach new practices, a judge today has none. According to the Supreme Court, "[T]he inquiry mandated by the Rule of Reason is whether the challenged agreement is
one that promotes competition or one that suppresses competition. . . .[T]he purpose of the analysis is to form a judgment about the
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competitive significance of the restraint ....,,2t How does a court tell
whether the arrangement promotes or suppresses competition? It must
consider the facts peculiar to the business to which the restraint is
applied; its condition before and after the restraint was imposed;
the nature of the restraint and its effect, actual or probable. The
history of the restraint, the evil believed to exist, the reason for
adopting the particular remedy,22 the purpose or end sought to be
achieved are all relevant facts.
These formulations are empty. Judges and justices rightly protest
that courts cannot make these judgments. "Courts are of limited utility
in examining difficult economic problems.. . . [They are] ill-equipped
and ill-suited for such decision-making [and cannot] analyze, interpret,
and evaluate the myriad of competing interests and the endless data
'2 3
that would surely be brought to bear on such decisions.
Of course judges cannot do what such open-ended formulas require. When everything is relevant, nothing is dispositive. Any one
factor might or might not outweigh another, or all of the others, in the
factfinder's contemplation. The formulation offers no help to businesses planning their conduct. Faced with a list of such imponderables,
lawyers must engage in ceaseless discovery. (They might find something bearing on a factor, and the factor might be dispositive.) The
higher the stakes, the more firms are willing to spend on discovery and
litigation. The marginal week of discovery or trial just might mean
saving a few millions or tens of millions of dollars. Litigation costs are
the product of vague rules combined with high stakes, and nowhere is
that combination more deadly than in antitrust litigation under the
21. National Soe'y of Professional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 691, 692 (1978).
22. Chicago Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918). For even longer lists of
factors, see United States v. Penn-Olin Chem. Co., 378 U.S. 158, 176-77 (1964); Times-Picayune
Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 614-26 (1953) (applying a list originally given in a
merger case, United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495, 527-28 (1948), to the Rule of
Reason in general).
23. United States v. Topco Assocs., 405 U.S. 596, 609, 612 (1972) (footnote omitted); see also
Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 307-14 (1949). Both of these cases use the incapacity of the courts as a basis of per se condemnation, the opposite of the appropriate response to
ignorance. Richard Markovits believes that the Court condemned these practices out of ignorance
because judges required proof of benefits to overcome a populist antipathy to business. Markovits, The Burger Court,Antitrust, and EconomicAnalysis, in THE BURGER COURT: THE COUNTER-

REVOLUTION THAT WASN'T 180, 183-84 (V. Blasi ed. 1983). If he is right, the departure of populist sentiment foreshadows a change in the response to uncertainty. But see Arizona v. Maricopa
County Medical Soc'y, 457 U.S. 332,342-45 (1982), in which the Court again used uncertainty and

the limits on judicial ability to justify per se condemnation. Many cases continue to insist that
firms use the "least restrictive alternative," a formula based on the inhospitality tradition that
thrusts on defendants the entire burden of uncertainty. Perhaps Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 104 S. Ct. 2731, 2740-43 (1984), which recognizes many of the benefits of
coordination, will produce changes in this line of cases.
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Rule of Reason. 24
Part of the difficulty in antitrust comes from ambiguity in what we
mean by competition.25 Antitrust aims at preserving competition as an
instrument for creating economic efficiency. Yet as I pointed out in the
introduction, competition cannot be defined as the state of maximum
rivalry, for that is a formula of disintegration. Today's cooperation
creates both today's benefits and tomorrow's competition. A joint venture extinguishes some competition yet creates more against other economic units. The antitrust laws do not supply the time horizon for
analysis, and there is no "right" answer. For example, it is now understood that the grant of patent rights, though creating a restriction of
output during the patent's life, is important to give people incentives to
invent. There is a tradeoff between optimal incentives ex ante and optimal use of existing knowledge, and intensive efforts to specify the
"right" tradeoff have failed. The patent case is just a special application of the cooperation-competition balance. The search for a right answer is similarly doomed.
Occasionally the Court writes as if the Rule of Reason had content. In GTE Sylvania2 6 the Court stated that territorial restraints
should be evaluated by comparing the increase in interbrand competition created by additional point-of-sale services against the reduction
in intrabrand competition created by the territorial restraint. The
Court also called on district judges to separate price from nonprice restraints. These are snipe hunts.
It is pointless to weigh inter- against intra-brand competition because they are not commensurable. In restricted distribution cases, the
"reduction in intrabrand competition" is the source of the competitive
benefit that helps one product compete against another. Intrabrand
competition as such is worthless; one might as well complain when a
corporation does not have internal competition to make the product
most cheaply. Integration eliminates this form of "competition," but in
so doing it may enable the manufacturer to reduce its delivered price.
No manufacturer wants to have less competition among its dealers for
the sake of less competition. The reduction in dealers' rivalry in the
price dimension is just the tool the manufacturer uses to induce greater
24. High stakes and vague rules also inhibit settlement. Cases are settled when the parties
can agree on the likely outcome of a trial, and that agreement is harder to come by in antitrust.
See Easterbrook, Landes & Posner, Contribution Among Antitrust Defendants: A Legal and EconomicAnalysis, 23 J.L. & EcON. 331, 353-64 (1980), for an analysis of the settlement process in

antitrust.
25. See R. BORK, supra note 4, at 58-61.
26. See Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36 (1977).
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competition in the service dimension. 27 There is no "loss" in one column to "balance" against a "gain" in the other, any more than the
manufacturer's sole prerogative to decide what physical product to
make creates a loss from "reduction in intrabrand competition." The
dealers do not get to alter the product's specifications, and we do not
see this as a loss of any sort.
If there were a loss, what would balancing entail? How much "reduction in intrabrand competition" is a court to tolerate in order to get
how much "increase in interbrand competition"? Such matters ordinarily are settled in the market. As a question for litigation it has no
answer-which suggests that it is the wrong question to ask.
The injunction to separate price from nonprice restraints is equally
vacuous. Every restricted dealing arrangement is designed to influence
price. If territorial limits induce dealers to supply additional service
and information, they do so only because the limits raise the price and
thus call forth competition in the service dimension. If restrictions are
a way of compensating retailers for lending their reputations (as a form
of advertising), again they must affect price in order to provide that
compensation. The manufacturer can't get the dealer to do more without increasing the dealer's margins. Price and nonprice restraints
merge. The Court recognized this in Monsanto, thus undercutting the
method of analysis it had suggested in GTE Sylvania.28 It left the Rule
of Reason empty.
III.
A.

A Filter Approach to Antitrust Scrutiny
The Value of Presumptions

Courts should use the economists' way out. They should adopt
some simple presumptions that structure antitrust inquiry. Strong presumptions would guide businesses in planning their affairs by making
it possible for counsel to state that some things do not create risks of
liability. They would reduce the costs of litigation by designating as
dispositive particular topics capable of resolution.
If presumptions let some socially undesirable practices escape, the
cost is bearable. The per se rule condemns whole categories of prac27. See Easterbrook, VerticalArrangements and the Rule of Reason, 53 ANTITRUST L.J. 135
(1984); Liebeler, 1983 Economic Review ofAntitrust Developments: The Distinction Between Price
andNonprice DistributionRestrictions, 31 UCLA L. REv. 384 (1983); Mathewson & Winter, An
Economic Theory of VerticalRestraints, 15 RAND J. ECON. 27 (1984); Posner, The Next Step in the
Antitrust Treatment ofRestricted Distribution: Per Se Legality,48 U. CHI. L. REv. 6, 18-22 (1981);
Telser, Why Should Manufacturers Want FairTrade, 3 J.L. & ECON. 86 (1960).
28. Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Serv. Corp., 104 S. Ct. 1464, 1470 (1984); see Easterbrook,
supra note 27, at 169-72.
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tices even though some practices in these categories are beneficial.2 9
The Court permits such overbreadth because all rules are imprecise.
One cannot have the savings of decision by rule without accepting the
costs of mistakes.3 0 We accept these mistakes because almost all of the
practices covered by per se rules are anticompetitive, and an approach
favoring case-by-case adjudication (to prevent condemnation of beneficial practices subsumed by the categories) would permit too many deleterious practices to escape condemnation. The same arguments lead to
the conclusion that the Rule of Reason should be replaced by more
substantial guides for decision.
In which direction should these rules err? For a number of reasons, errors on the side of excusing questionable practices are preferable. First, because most forms of cooperation are beneficial, excusing
a particular practice about which we are ill-informed is unlikely to be
harmful. True, the world of economic theory is full of "existence theorems"-proofs that under certain conditions ordinarily-beneficial practices could have undesirable consequences. But we cannot live by
existence theorems. The costs of searching for these undesirable examples are high. The costs of deterring beneficial conduct (a byproduct of
any search for the undesirable examples) are high. When most examples of a category of conduct are competitive, the rules of litigation
should be "stacked" so that they do not ensnare many of these practices
just to make sure that the few anticompetitive ones are caught. When
most examples of a practice are procompetitive or neutral, the rules
should have the same structure (although the opposite slant) as those
that apply when almost all examples are anticompetitive.
Second, the economic system corrects monopoly more readily than
it corrects judicial errors. There is no automatic way to expunge mistaken decisions of the Supreme Court. A practice once condemned is
likely to stay condemned, no matter its benefits. A monopolistic practice wrongly excused will eventually yield to competition, though, as
the monopolist's higher prices attract rivalry.
Third, in many cases the costs of monopoly wrongly permitted are
small, while the costs of competition wrongly condemned are large. A
beneficial practice may reduce the costs of production for every unit of
output; a monopolistic practice imposes loss only to the extent it leads
29. See, eg., Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Soe'y, 457 U.S. 332, 342 (1982) (condemning a horizontal arrangement despite the assumption that it saved consumers millions of

dollars).
30. See Ehrllch & Posner, An EconomicAnalysis of LegalRulemaking, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 257
(1974).
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to a reduction of output. Under common assumptions about the elasticities of supply and demand, even a small gain in productive efficiency may offset a substantial increase in price and the associated
reduction in output.3 1 Other things equal, we should prefer the error of
tolerating questionable conduct, which imposes losses over a part of the
range of output, to the error of condemning beneficial conduct, which
imposes losses over the whole range of output.
The legal system should be designed to minimize the total costs of
(1) anticompetitive practices that escape condemnation; (2) competitive
practices that are condemned or deterred; and (3) the system itself. The
third is easiest to understand. Some practices, although anticompetitive, are not worth deterring. We do not hold three-week trials about
parking tickets. And when we do seek to deter, we want to do so at the
least cost. A shift to the use of presumptions addresses (3) directly, and
a change in the content of the legal rules influences all three points.
Consideration (2) is especially important when most practices in
the category are beneficial. A legal system that errs even a few percent
of the time is likely to "catch" mostly desirable practices. If five percent of "tying" arrangements are deleterious, and the legal system errs
ten percent of the time, it is apt to condemn twice as many beneficial
arrangements as it catches anticompetitive ones. 32 Better to change the
presumption than to take this risk. Judge Breyer put it well:
[W]hile technical economic discussion helps to inform the antitrust laws, those laws cannot precisely replicate the economists'
(sometimes conflicting) thinking. For, unlike economics, law is
an administrative system the effects of which depend upon the
content of rules and precedents only as they are applied by judges
and juries and by lawyers advising their clients. Rules that seek
to embody every economic complexity and qualification may
well, through the vagaries of administration, prove counterproductive, undercutting the very economic ends they seek to
serve. Thus, despite the theoretical possibility of finding instances in which horizontal price fixing, or vertical price fixing,
are economically justified, the courts have held them unlawful
3 1. See, e.g., Fisher, Lande & Vandaele, Afterword: Could a Merger Lead to Both a Monopoly and a Lower Price, 71 CALIF. L. REV. 1697 (1983); Williamson, Economies as an Antitrust
Defense Repisited 125 U. PA. L. REV. 699 (1977). There is of course the problem that firms will
expend resources to get and keep monopoly profits, so that the total loss from monopoly could be
much larger than the welfare triangle. The size of this additional loss is very difficult to determine, however, and I pretermit discussion of the subject.
32. The rate of error may be quite high. In 1983 courts of appeals reversed in 17.3% of all
civil antitrust cases, and this was after making full allowance for the discretion trial judges and
juries possess to make questionable or erroneous findings of fact. 1983 AD. OFF. U.S. CTS. ANN.
REP. 225. If the error rate on legal issues alone is 17%, how much more common are undetected
or uncorrectable economic errors on complex matters with which courts are unfamiliar?
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per se, concluding that the administrative virtues of simplicity
outweigh the occasional "economic" loss. Conversely, we must
be concerned lest a rule or precedent that authorizes a search for
a particular type of undesirable pricing33behavior end up by discouraging legitimate price competition.
The task, then, is to create simple rules that will filter the category
of probably-beneficial practices out of the legal system, leaving to assessment under the Rule of Reason only those with significant risks of
competitive injury.3 4
B. Some PromisingFilters
The remainder of this essay describes and defends a series of presumptions. The first two would be employed in every case. The others
would be used only if the defendant's practices offered potential economic benefits. All of these help to screen out cases in which the risk
of loss to consumers and the economy is sufficiently small that there is
no need of extended inquiry and significant risk that inquiry would
lead to wrongful condemnation or to the deterrence of competitive activity as firms try to steer clear of the danger zone.
These filters operate before any effort to determine actual benefit.
Recall from the prior discussion that determining actual economic benefit is difficult or impossible. The principal purpose of the sequential
filter approach is to change the focus of antitrust from ascertaining the
actual effects of practices (which leads the courts to condemn what they
do not understand) to ascertaining whether practices harmed competition and consumers.
First, the plaintiff should be required to offer a logical demonstration that the firm or firms employing the arrangement possess market
power. The demonstration need not entail the difficult market defimi33. Barry Wright Corp. v. ITT Grinnell Corp., 724 F.2d 227, 234 (-st Cir. 1983) (citations
omitted).
34. Four justices recommended a similar approach in Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v.
Hyde, 104 S. Ct. 1551, 1569 (1984) (O'Connor, J., concurring, joined by Burger, C.J., and Powell
& Rehnquist, JJ.), and commentators believe that simplification of antitrust is much to be desired,
so I am not alone in making such a recommendation. For some other examples, each confined to
a single set of antitrust issues, see Fisher & Lande, Efficiency Considerationsin Merger Enforce-

ment, 71 CALIF. L. REv. 1580 (1983) (use of presumptions to incorporate efficiency effects in
merger cases); Joskow & Klevorick, A FrameworkforAnalyzingPredatoryPricingPolicy,89 YALE

LJ. 213 (1979) (filters to eliminate predatory pricing cases where there is little risk of monopoly);
Posner, supra note 27 (use of rule of per se legality for many vertical practices); Note, A Suggested
Rolefor Rebuttable Presumptionsin Antitrust Restraint of Trade Litigation, 1972 DUKE L.J. 595;
Note, Fixing the Price Fixing Confusion: A Rule of Reason Approach, 92 YALE L.J. 706 (1983)

(discussing reasons for confining per se rule to naked price fixing). See also Easterbrook, supra
note 27 (some presumptions for use in analyzing vertical practices). I have borrowed from and
expanded that approach, generalizing it to all of antitrust.
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tion issues that so embroil courts in merger cases. More on that below.
Second, the plaintiff should be required to demonstrate that the defendant's practices are capable of enriching the defendant by harming
consumers. That is, the plaintiff must show that the defendant has an
incentive to behave in an anticompetitive way and that antitrust sanctions are necessary to correct the defendant's incentives.
If these two inquiries suggest that the firms have an ability and
incentive to behave in an anticompetitive way, a court should inquire
whether the restraint is "naked." If the arrangement in question exists
by itself-for example, if a group of firms agree on price but do not
integrate any of their productive facilities-then it should be held unlawful. This is the function of the per se rule against cartels. The available evidence suggests that the application of this rule is beneficial to
the economy, and so does the available economic theory. Cartels reduce output and produce nothing in return.
The question whether a restraint is "naked" requires some knowledge of its effects. The BroadcastMusic inquiry plays a vital role here.
The court appropriately attempts to discern whether a practice has potential competitive benefits, whether it can increase economic efficiency. Only if an agreement passes this potential-benefit filter would
a court move on to the other inquiries.
The next question (the third filter) should be whether firms in the
industry use different methods of production and distribution. If they
do, then competition among these methods should be adequate assurance of benefit. If firms use similar arrangements, the court (fourth)
should ask whether the evidence is consistent with a reduction in output. This entails (a) looking at changes in output shortly after a practice was adopted, and (b) looking at whether a practice has survived
without substantial adverse effect on the defendants' market share.
The fifth and final filter uses the identity of the plaintiff to infer something about the consequences of defendants' conduct. When a business
rival brings suit, it is often safe to infer that the arrangement is beneficial to consumers.
Only when a potentially-efficient business practice passes all five
filters should a court undertake the heroic efforts required by today's
Rule of Reason. The use of the filters will cut the inquiry short in most
cases, saving substantially in litigation costs and uncertainties. It will
structure the proceedings in the rest, leading courts to focus on the most
important issues.
Existing rules, unlike this proposal, ask the per se question first.
But in recent years the per se inquiry has required more and more eco-
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nomic exposition. There is no longer any real "shortcut" to condemnation. A defendant may show that a practice is beneficial in fact and
therefore does not have the attributes that call for per se condemnation.
Under NCAA the defendant may offer an economic justification even
of a "naked" restraint.3 5 The defendant's opportunity to show benefits
entails its obligation to assess competitive consequences, to which presumptions (1) and (2) direct attention.
There is still a category of per se cases in which no justification is
allowed, but the costs of finding examples of this category have increased as courts have tried to refine the boundaries of the per se class.
It seems better to start the inquiry with questions about power and incentives than with questions that are essentially definitional. At the
same time, there is little to be lost. The value of a real per se approach-that is, condemnation without offering the defendant any
chance to explain or justify its conduct-has fallen steadily since 1890.
Reductions in transportation costs have enlarged the size of markets, so
that it is no longer possible for a few firms to monopolize very many
markets no matter how hard they try. The creation of world markets in
many goods makes it difficult even for all firms in the United States to
obtain monopoly profits. Most modem studies show that even the
most concentrated industries behave competitively. 36 The increasing
power of competition, as well as the suspicion that cooperation may be
beneficial in ways we do not understand or cannot explain, counsel
restraint in condemning practices without at least a little inquiry into
market power and incentives. I turn, then, to the five filters.
1. Market Power.-The first filter is market power. A court
should look at the practices alleged by the plaintiff and ask whether the
defendant or defendants have market power. If the complaint attacks
the practices of a single firm, the court should look at that firm's power;
35. See NCAA v. Board of Regents of Univ. of Okla., 104 S. Ct. 2948, 2965 (calling restraint
naked), 2967-70 (evaluating justifications) (1984); see also id at 2962 n.26, 2965 n.42.
36. See, e.g., Kwoka, The Effect of Market Share Distribution on Industry Performance,61
REv. ECON. & STAT. 101 (1979) (once there are three substantial rivals in an industry, data suggest
collusion becomes impossible or very unstable); Leitzinger & Tamor, Foreign Competitionin AntitrustLaw, 26 J.L. & ECON. 87 (1983) (once there are imports of a product, domestic concentration
loses all predictive power with respect to profits); Libecap & Wiggins, ContractualResponsesto the
Common Pook Prorationingof Crude Oil Production,74 AM. ECON. REV. 87 (1984) (five owners of
a common resource appear to be too many for a stable agreement unless the government lends
assistance); Ravenscraft, Structure-ProfitRelationshipsat the Line of Business and Industry Level,
65 REv. ECON. & STAT. 22 (1983) (concentration is unrelated to profits). Each of these approaches
has difficulties, not the least of which is that accounting profit data may not measure anything
important. But these studies and others like them suggest that the structure-conduct-performance
paradigm on which much of antitrust is based-the belief that certain conditions are conducive to
collusion and monopoly overcharges-may not be sound.
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if the plaintiff challenges the cooperative practices of many firms, the
court should ask whether the defendants have power if they act together as alleged.
Market power is the ability to raise price significantly without losing so many sales that the increase is unprofitable. Most firms have a
little power, because their products are not perfectly interchangeable
with the goods of others. But few firms have substantial power over
price. Firms that lack power cannot injure competition no matter how
hard they try. They may injure a few consumers, or a few rivals, or
themselves (see (2) below) by selecting "anticompetitive" tactics. When
the firms lack market power, though, they cannot persist in deleterious
practices. Rival firms will offer the consumers better deals. Rivals'
better offers will stamp out bad practices faster than the judicial process can. For these and other reasons many lower courts have held that
proof of market power is an indispensable first step in any case under
the Rule of Reason.3 7 The Supreme Court has established a market
power hurdle in tying cases, despite the nominally per se character of
the tying offense, on the same ground offered here: if the defendant
lacks market power, other firms can offer the customer a better deal,
38
and there is no need for judicial intervention.
Consider how cooperation could hurt consumers and decrease economic efficiency. The usual method is an agreement among rivals to
raise price (the cartel). If the parties to the agreement lack market
power, though, they cannot reduce the industry's output-at least not
by enough to be observable in litigation. Other firms will supply what
consumers want at the competitive price, and there will be no injury.
Other cooperative practices-boycotts, vertical integration and restricted dealing, and tie-ins-may raise rivals' costs of entry. For example, industry-wide vertical integration may require a prospective
entrant to come in at two levels (say, manufacturing and distribution).
This will take more time to arrange and increase the risk the entrant
faces. But when there is no market power, many existing firms stand
ready to sell on at least one of these levels. This makes simultaneous
entry unnecessary. Vertical arrangements may lead to inferior outcomes if there are unusual demand conditions, but again this depends
37. E.g., White & White, Inc. v. American Hosp. Supply Corp., 723 F.2d 495, 500-04 (6th
Cir. 1983); Graphic Prods. Distrib., Inc. v. Itek Corp., 717 F.2d 1560, 1568-72 (11th Cir. 1983)
(collecting authorities); Products Liab. Ins. Co. v. Crum & Forster Ins. Cos., 682 F.2d 660, 663-65
(7th Cir. 1982); Valley Liquors, Inc. v. Renfield Importers, Ltd., 678 F.2d 742, 745 (7th Cir. 1982);
Muenster Butane, Inc. v. Stewart Co., 651 F.2d 292, 298 (5th Cir. 1981); Cowley v. Braden Indus.,
Inc., 613 F.2d 751, 755 (9th Cir.), cert. denied,446 U.S. 965 (1980).
38. United States Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enters., 429 U.S. 610 (1977).
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on the existence of a monopolized or tightly oligopolistic market.3 9 No
power, no problem.
The market power inquiry logically precedes the question whether
a restraint is "naked" and thus within the scope of the per se rule. The
inquiry is so ordered in tying cases, and it should be in others as well.
Not all cooperation is bad, and often it is hard to determine whether a
restraint is "naked" for per se purposes. When the collaborators possess no market power, either their cooperation is beneficial, in which
event it will flourish, or it is not, in which event it will die as rivals take
the sales. When the collaborators have no power, monopoly cannot be
their objective, and we must consider the more likely possibility that
the arrangements create efficiencies.
When there is no market power, the market is better than the judicial process in discriminating the beneficial from the detrimental.
Judges who try to assess the merits of the collaboration are apt to err,
and the consequences of these errors will be one-sided. If judges condemn efficient practices, they will disappear, their benefits lost. If
judges tolerate inefficient practices, the wrongly-tolerated practices will
disappear under the onslaught of competition. The costs of judicial
error are borne by consumers, who lose the efficient practices and get
nothing in return.
The history of antitrust is littered with practices condemned because of misunderstanding, when a simple market power inquiry would
have revealed that they could not have caused injury. Sealy was a joint
venture of about 30 firms that made mattresses. It adopted territorial
allocations, rules on pricing, and other practices of the same sort any
completely integrated firm applies to its plant managers. The mattress
business was unconcentrated, and the restraints applied only to mattresses sold under the Sealy name. Most of the 30 firms made and sold
non-Sealy brands in competition with Sealy products, and hundreds
more rivals competed against these 30. The restraints on Sealy-brand
mattresses had the same sorts of benefits as any other form of organization. They promoted efficient production, distribution, and advertising, benefits of the sort now well-recognized. The Court held the
territorial limits on sales unlawful per se because they were "horizontal."4 This exercise in formalism caused the Court to overlook the fact
that, horizontal or not, the agreements could not have harmed competition and could well have helped it.
39. See, e.g., Scherer, The Economics of Vertical Restraints,52 ANTITRUST L.J. 687 (1983);
Spence, Monopoly, Quality, and Regulation, 6 BELL J. EcoN. 417 (1975).

40. United States v. Scaly, Inc., 388 U.S. 350 (1967).
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Similarly, the Court held unlawful an arrangement under which
small grocers introduced and promoted their own "Topco" brand of
goods. The grocers limited the territories in which the "Topco" brand
(but not other brands) could be sold. The grocery business is fiercely
competitive, and these firms had a small share. If they had merged, the
transaction would have been almost too small to notice. Again the
Court said "horizontal therefore bad"; again it condemned conduct
that may have helped promote the product and thus increase competition in retail food as a whole yet could not possibly have harmed consumers. 41 Even a cursory search for market power would have
revealed that these practices had to be either beneficial or harmless.
An inquiry into power does not entail the definition of a "market,"
a subject that has bedeviled the law of mergers. Usually the search for
the "right" market is a fool's errand. The seller of 100% of a particular
good may have no power if consumers have substitutes or if rivals can
make the good as cheaply. On the other hand, there may be tens of
possible markets, each offering a little insight into conditions of
competition.
Market definition is just a tool in the investigation of market
power; it is an output of antitrust inquiry rather than an input into
decisions, and it should be avoided whenever possible. 42 The process
of identifying a product's substitutes in production and use, and the
potential producers of these products-which is all market definition
means-helps a court to determine whether a firm has the power to
raise price significantly. Sometimes this is a close and difficult question, in which event the inquiry into power is of little use as a ready
filter. At other times it is obvious on even the briefest inquiry that a
firm has no power. One can ascertain power directly. A court might
use either evidence of inability to raise price or evidence of price
43
covariance between the defendant's goods and the products of rivals.
41. United States v. Topco Assocs., 405 U.S. 596 (1972).
42. See Areeda, Market Definition and HorizontalRestraints,52 ANTITRUST L.J. 553 (1983);
Landes & Posner, Market Power in Antitrust Cases, 94 HARV. L. REv. 937 (1981); United States
Department of Justice, Merger Guidelines-1984 (June 14, 1984), reprintedin TRADE REG. REP.
(CCH) No. 655, at S-1 (June 18, 1984).
43. George Stigler and Robert Sherwin remind us that whenever the prices of two things
move together closely they are in the same market, and one need not know how the process of
substitution in supply or demand works to know that the producer of a small fraction of the goods
lacks power. G. STIGLER & R. SHERWiN, THE EXTENT OF THE MARKET (Center for the Study of
the Economy and the State Dec. 1983) (Working Paper No. 031). The market may include detergent as well as soap and may be national as well as local, but if we see a producer with a small
fraction of the sales of soap in Detroit we may safely stop the inquiry. The discussion in text

proceeds in that spirit.
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In either case the filter offers a quick, painless, and correct end to
litigation.
A glance at some famous cases shows that it is easy to knock out
many at the threshold. We have looked at Sealy and Topco. Fortner,a
tying case, was in litigation for more than a decade before the Court
finally got rid of it on the ground that a firm that supplies less than 1%
of the nation's credit-in an almost atomistic market-lacks market
power.44 That was equally obvious on the day the complaint was filed.
GTE Sylvania, the dominant territorial restraints case, also lasted more
than a decade. In the end, as in the beginning, it was clear that a firm
selling about 5% of America's TV sets, in a market with more than 100
rivals, had no power. 45 The StandardStations case concerned exclusive
dealing contracts signed by a refiner of petroleum with about 16% of
the retail stations in the west. 46 Standard had six large and more than
seventy small rivals. The contracts were for short terms, so that dealers
could bolt to rival refiners very quickly (and rivals could bid for dealers). Once more, the absence of market power could have been determined on the pleadings. The list could be extended to Brown Shoe
(vertical merger affecting less than 5% of an unconcentrated market),
White Motor (exclusive distribution arrangements of a tiny firm in an
industry dominated by General Motors), and a host of others. The
FTC has adopted a market power filter,47 and the courts should follow
suit.
2. Logical Relation Between Profit and Reduced Competition.The threat of antitrust liability is not the only reason businesses shy
away from certain practices. Entrepreneurs fear business losses more
than damages. The business losses occur sooner and with greater certainty. Markets impose their judgments automatically.
Antitrust law is useful in making cartels and monopolistic practices unprofitable. The premise of the damages remedy is that the
threat of losses deters. 48 Disgorgement of overcharges brings home to
the offender the loss it imposes on others, and the trebling makes up for
the likelihood that the offense will escape detection and punishment.
The deterrent threat assumes that businesses attend to the risk of loss.
44. United States Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enters., 429 U.S. 610 (1977).
45. This litigation, which arose out of a dealer termination in 1965, was finally put to rest in
Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 694 F.2d 1132 (9th Cir. 1982), on remandfrom 433
U.S. 36 (1977).
46. Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949).
47. General Foods Corp., 3 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 22,142, at 22,977 (1984).
48. Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720 (1977).
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If they do not, deterrence fails. If they do pay attention to losses,
though, it is safe to confine antitrust remedies to practices by which
businesses obtain profits by harming competition.49 The market brings
home to the offender any losses it imposes on others-and it brings
them home more quickly than courts do.
Unless there is a link between the antitrust injury and the defendant's profit, there is no need for judges to impose a sanction. The sanction imposed by the business losses will clear up the practice in due
course. This is why, as part of the inquiry into conspiracy, courts re50
quire proof that the defendants' profits depended on monopoly.
Thus the filter already is in use for some things. This is also why courts
do not impose penalties on firms that introduce unsuccessful products
(such as the Lockheed L-1011 jet). These products may waste more of
society's resources than antitrust violations do, and they may be
"anticompetitive" in the sense that they deter entry by others, yet the
losses imposed by failure are adequate to induce businesses to take
care. And the cost of judicial intervention is high-it includes the risk
of mistakenly condemning hard competition.
This filter does not depend on "faith in the market" or any similar
ideology. Markets do not purge themselves of all unfortunate conduct,
and purgation (when it comes) is not quick or painless. Information is
costly, markets imperfect. Business executives may persist in deleterious practices for some time before the losses are high enough to provoke the managers' admission of defeat or to induce the firm's board to
replace the managers.
The point is not that business losses perfectly penalize business
mistakes, but that they do so better than the next best alternative. The
fundamental premise of antitrust is the ability of competitive markets
to drive firms toward efficient operation. The entire corpus of antitrust
doctrine is based on the belief that markets do better than judges or
regulators in rewarding practices that create economic benefit and penalizing others. The common belief that if markets are imperfect then
something else must be better is a logical fallacy. One need not pretend
that markets work perfectly to see that they are better than judges at
penalizing inappropriate conduct. Business executives do not respond
49. See Easterbrook, PredatoryStrategiesand Counterstrategies,48 U. CHI. L. REV. 263, 27679 (1981); Landes, Optimal Sanctionsfor Antitrust Violations, 50 U. CHI. L. REv. 652, 669-72
(1983); Posner, The Rule of Reason andthe Economic Approach: Reflections on the Sylvania Decision, 45 U. CHI. L. Rv. 1, 16-17 (1977).
50. E.g., Kreuzer v. American Academy of Periodontology, 735 F.2d 1479, 1487-88 (D.C.
Cir. 1984); Bogosian v. Gulf Oil Corp., 561 F.2d 434, 455-56 (3d Cir. 1977), cert. denied,434 U.S.
1086 (1978).
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flawlessly to a decline in profit, but judges do not respond to profit at
all. The "business judgment rule" of corporate law is based on the
sound conclusion that judges lack the information, experience, and incentives to make business decisions. Judges therefore decline to substitute their judgment for that of the managers. Judges are at the same

comparative disadvantage in antitrust. 51
Some cases show how this filter would work in practice. Grinnell
purchased mechanical snubbers for use in building nuclear reactors. It
bought a two-years' supply from Pacific Scientific. Barry Wright Corporation, which had been Grinnell's supplier, brought suit, contending
that the "exclusive" contract for a substantial portion of all snubbers
reduced competition in the snubber market. If competition were reduced, though, suppliers of snubbers would charge higher prices in the
future. Grinnell would be the poorer. It is a buyer of snubbers, not a
producer. Why would Grinnell shoot itself in the foot? If contracts of
this nature harm competition, the overcharges they create will induce
the purchasers to abandon the arrangements; if the purchasers want
52
them, that is excellent evidence that they are efficient.
Many vertical arrangements may be handled in the same manner.
A manufacturer that adopts a system of resale price maintenance or
closed territories allows the dealer to increase its margin. From the
manufacturer's perspective, the difference between the wholesale and
retail price is the "cost of distribution," which it wants to keep as small
as possible. For any given wholesale price, the manufacturer wants the
51. One court made the point nicely in dismissing an antitrust case even though it was not
convinced that the defendant's arrangement was procompetitive or beneficial. The court noted
that determining benefit
would be beyond the intellectual power of this or any other court. Ultimately it is the
market which will be the final arbiter of the efficiency, or lack thereof, of this [arrangement]. If [defendant] should persist in offering this [arrangement] and its competitors do
not, the market will have the opportunity to choose between them. What we are dealing
with are contracts made between and among consenting adults and corporations. Presumably they will act in such a way as to maximize their individual welfare, and it would
be presumptuous and harmful if we were to substitute our ex-post judgment for their exante choice.
Consultants & Designers, Inc. v. Butler Serv. Group, Inc., 720 F.2d 1553, 1560 (11th Cir. 1983).
52. Judge Breyer made this point in a magnificent opinion from which I have already quoted
a large chunk. As he explained: "Grinnell had every interest in promoting new competition....
Had Grinnell believed that the long-term nature of the contracts significantly interfered with new
entry, or inhibited the development of a new source of supply, it is difficult to understand why it
would have sought the agreements." Barry Wright Corp. v. ITT Grinnell Corp., 724 F.2d 227, 238
(1st Cir. 1983). Now Grinnell might abide by the agreement if it were small in relation to the
market; the seller might compensate Grinnell for bearing the costs, in exchange for Grinnell's help
in cementing a monopoly. But sellers cannot compensate all buyers in this way. At least some
buyers must pay the overcharge, and these buyers will be open to the offers of rival sellers whenever their "exclusive" contracts expire. See also Car Carriers, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., No. 83-1825
(7th Cir. Oct. 2, 1984) (making a similar point).
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markup as small as possible in order to sell additional units. Unless the
vertical arrangement creates or enforces a cartel (which is rare), the
manufacturer protects the consumer's interests. It will not permit the
margin to rise unless the dealer supplies a service that the customer
values at more than the increase in price. Many tying arrangements
also may be handled from this perspective. If the firm establishing the
tie does not supply the "tied" good itself, it has no reason to injure
53
competition.
Purportedly exclusionary or predatory practices furnish more examples. The logical story of any exclusionary practice is that a firm
with market power adopts a strategy to iiicrease its rivals' costs. This
strategy is costly to the aggressor too, but it plans to recoup the costs by
raising its prices after expelling the rival from the market or scaring the
rival out of entering. The aggressor may reduce its price, and rivals
must match the cut or lose sales; the aggressor may build a very large
plant or introduce new products, making entry less attractive or diminishing the attraction of rivals' products to consumers; the aggressor may
buy upstream or downstream suppliers, forcing rivals to search elsewhere for supplies; the list could be extended. These and other strategies are ambiguous. Low prices and large plants may be competitive
and beneficial, or they may be exclusionary and harmful. We need a
way to distinguish competition from exclusion without penalizing competition. If the practices are exclusionary, they will be profitable only
if the aggressor can recoup. If the aggressor can not, there is no reason
for antitrust concern. Either the business losses during the period of
aggression will act as the penalty, or the conduct will turn out to be
efficient.
The ongoing litigation about Japanese television sets offers a perfect illustration. 54 The plaintiffs maintain that for the last fifteen years
53. In Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 104 S. Ct. 1551 (1984), a hospital required
patients to purchase anesthesiology services from a group of four anesthesiologists that had signed
an exclusive contract with the hospital. The Court concluded that the hospital lacked the kind of
market power essential to an antitrust violation. If the hospital had possessed power, though, it
would have had no reason to use its power to increase the price (or reduce the attractiveness) of its
anesthesiological service. The hospital already could have extracted monopoly rents for the use of
the operating room. Higher prices for physicians' services would have been captured by the anesthesiologists, and the hospital would have had to reduce its own price. Its concern for its selfinterest ensured that it would not harm its patients by tying. Four concurring justices recognized
this explicitly, and the majority did so implicitly in stating that "the self-interest of the hospital
. . . presumably protect[s] the quality of anesthesiological services," id at 1568 n.52, a statement
as applicable to price as to quality. "Price" means price per unit of quality; a firm with no incentive to reduce quality at a given price also has no incentive to increase price at a given quality.
54. In re Japanese Elec. Prods. Antitrust Litig., 723 F.2d 238 (3d Cir. 1983), peition for cer.
filedsub nonz Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 52 U.S.L.W. 3921 (U.S. June 7,
1984) (No. 83-2004).
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or more at least ten Japanese manufacturers have sold TV sets at less
than cost in order to drive United States firms out of business. Such
conduct cannot possibly produce profits by harming competition, however. If the Japanese firms drive some United States firms out of business, they could not recoup. Fifteen years of losses could be made up
only by very high prices for the indefinite future. (The losses are like
investments, which must be recovered with compound interest.) If the
defendants should try to raise prices to such a level, they would attract
new competition. There are no barriers to entry into electronics, as the
proliferation of computer and audio firms shows. The competition
would come from resurgent United States firms, from other foreign
firms (Korea and many other nations make TV sets), 55 and from defendants themselves. In order to recoup, the Japanese firms would
need to suppress competition among themselves. On plaintiffs' theory,
the cartel would need to last at least thirty years, far longer than any in
history, even when cartels were not illegal. None should be sanguine
about the prospects of such a cartel, given each firm's incentive to
shave price and expand its share of sales. The predation-recoupment
story therefore does not make sense, and we are left with the more
plausible inference that the Japanese firms did not sell below cost in
the first place.5 6 They were just engaged in hard competition.
Another example: Sometimes plaintiffs allege that their rivals engaged in predatory practices with respect to one product in a multiproduct line. One recent case considered a claim that the defendant, a
bottler of soft drinks, sold 32-ounce returnable bottles at less than
cost. 57 Suppose it had. This strategy would not have enabled it to exclude rivals. They could have used their bottling facilities to produce
other, profitable packages, leaving the aggressor with nothing but
losses in 32-ounce bottles. The court held that unless the aggressor sold
its whole product line at less than cost-the only way to drive a rival
55. On April 15, 1984, the International Trade Commission ruled that manufacturers in
South Korea and Taiwan are selling TV sets in the United States for too little! In 1983, there were
$241 million of TV imports from South Korea and $180 million of imports from Taiwan. 49 Fed.
Reg. 17,824-25 (1984) (investigation Nos. 731-TA-134 and 135). This shows the futility of a conspiracy to charge low prices; recoupment will be impossible. (The claim that so many firms from
so many nations seek to lose money by selling TV sets in the United States suggests that something is fundamentally wrong with the way courts and the ITC measure costs, but that is another

problem.)
56. This inference is fortified by the fact that the firms did not behave in the manner a
"predatory cartel" suggests. If the firms were selling below cost, each would have had an incentive to "cheat" by reducing its share of sales, forcing others to take the loss. Quite the opposite
occurred. Each firm tried to expand its share of sales, by means fair or foul. This implies that
each unit fetched more than marginal cost.
57. Bayou Bottling, Inc. v. Dr Pepper Co., 725 F.2d 300 (5th Cir. 1984).
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out of business-the case must be dismissed. This result is consistent
with the principle that if the practice cannot end in a monopoly profit,
there is no antitrust problem.
Many business practices may be confused with exclusionary conduct because of peculiarities in the shape of a firm's cost curve. Attention to the link between profits and monopoly overcharges would
resolve these difficulties. In some industries, firms' costs drop as cumulative output per firm increases. High-tech businesses often meet this
condition. A manufacturer of microprocessors may find that its costs
for the first thousand units are $100 per chip, but that as it makes more
it can produce each one for less. (Economists call this "descending the
learning curve.") The manufacturer may sell the chip for $20 in the
first year and expect to make money by selling huge quantities for $10
in the second year, when its costs will have dropped to $5 per chip.
This is an example of a deliberate sale below cost, and it also may drive
other firms out of business.5 8 The price-cost comparison misleads. It is
easier to see that the case does not satisfy the recoupment condition.
The firm plans to make money not by raising the price and reducing
output, but by raising output and reducing costs. A court should hold
this practice lawful without regard to the price-cost test, because the
firm's profits do not depend on reduction of output or monopoly prices.
The "learning curve" is related to ordinary economies of scale
(volume per unit of time, as opposed to cumulative volume). The publisher of a new magazine or newspaper anticipates sales below cost for
two to four years, in order to get up to the volume at which the venture
is profitable. The business press reported that Time, Inc.'s Sports Illustratedmagazine lost money for ten years before turning the corner.5 9
Again a price-cost comparison would mislead. Time did not expect its
profits to come from monopoly; there are thousands of other
magazines. It expected profits to come from lower costs per customer
and a readership more attractive to advertisers. If Sports Illustrated
drove out some rivals, it might look "predatory"; if the suit were
brought in the fifth year, the plaintiff might appear to have an ironclad
58. Sophisticated definitions of cost and price lead to the conclusion that $20 in the first year
was not below cost at all. An economist would say that the manufacturer received two "payments" for its chip in year one: the $20 express price and an implicit additional payment that
represents the amount by which selling an additional unit in year one depresses manufacturing
costs in year two. Alternatively, an economist might say that the "cost" in year one was much less
than $100 because the opportunity cost of not making the chip was very high: the firm would lose
savings later on. It is unlikely that these true costs and prices could be determined, however, or
that this methodology would seem compelling to a court.
59. Wall St. J., Jan. 23, 1981, at 1, col. 5.
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case under the standard price-cost test for predatory conduct. 60 Nonetheless, an antitrust court should handle cases such as this by asking
whether profits depended on monopoly. The profit filter sifts out those
6t
practices that are not likely to be anticompetitive.
If courts had perfect information and wisdom, it might be appropriate to damn all inefficient practices. The threat of antitrust liability
might speed up firms' recognition of their interests. If we are certain
enough that some practice is harmful and must be snuffed out, no penalty is too high, no retribution too swift. But courts do not have perfect
information, and the judicial process is both slow and costly. It is mistaken to suppose that because markets correct business errors only
slowly, judges must be better. One must compare the costs and risks of
the two processes.
The costs of the judicial process-including the costs of errors,
which deter beneficial practices-suggest the wisdom of letting the
competitive process rather than the courts deal with conduct that does

not create profits by reducing competition. If the practice really is
anticompetitive and privately unprofitable, it will go away in time. If it
62
persists, the appropriate inference is that it has competitive benefits.
We may not yet understand these benefits, but our understanding is not
a condition of legality.
3. Widespread Adoption of Identical Practices.-I come now to
the filters that should be employed if a practice passes the first two
filters and a careful inquiry reveals that it has potential competitive
60. D & S Redi-Mix v. Sierra Redi-Mix & Contracting Co., 692 F.2d 1245 (9th Cir. 1982),
shows how misleading a price-cost comparison can be. The defendant formed a nonunion subsidiary to enter the business of selling concrete for building houses in Sierra Vista, Arizona. For nine
months the subsidiary sold concrete for less than "cost," driving its principal rival out of business.
It underpriced the rival "considerably." Id at 1248. The court held that this violated the Sherman Act. Yet it never found that the subsidiary raised its prices to a level exceeding the former
competitive price. For all we can tell, the subsidiary simply reduced its costs (in part by using a
promotional price to operate at high volume) and thereafter offered savings to consumers. Perhaps the defendant did recoup (although there are no entry barriers in the concrete business).
That is where the court should have looked first.
61. Again the FTC has led the way, adopting a filter much like the one discussed in the text.
See General Foods Corp., 3 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 1 22,142, at 22,977 (1984).
62. Phillip Areeda has proposed that antitrust be used to condemn anticompetitive practices
whether or not the perpetrator has market power. He gave as an example a boycott that excludes
one firm from the market but leaves one hundred more in competition. Areeda, Introduction to
Antitrust Economics, 52 ANTITRUST L.J. 523, 536 (1983). The boycott should be condemned, he
reasoned, because it is "sensible to assume that business people are acting in their own self-interest
and to assume that an unambiguously exclusionary purpose tends to indicate an anticompetitive
effect." Id Areeda wants to start with the obviously-anticompetitive practice and infer the bad
effect. But is it not equally appropriate to infer from the obvious lack of market power that the
practice is (a) not anticompetitive at all, or (b) a self-correcting mistake? To assert that Xis obviously anticompetitive is to avoid one of the most difficult problems of antitrust analysis.
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benefits. By the time the inquiry gets this far, naked restraints will
have been condemned, and obviously-harmless practices will have
been dismissed. The court will have for decision a variety of practices
that may or may not be beneficial to consumers. It needs ways to separate the beneficial from the detrimental.
Most of the practices that get this far will be vertical arrangements-tying, restricted dealing, and the like. These are forms of partial integration. They are more confined than full integration and do
not last as long, yet they reduce short-term rivalry. How should a court
respond? One filter is especially useful for these practices. Unless all
or almost all firms in an industry use the same vertical restraints, a case
should be dismissed. The rationale for this filter is that every one of
the potentially-anticompetitive outcomes of vertical arrangements depends on the uniformity of the practice. For example, resale price
maintenance (RPM) or territorial restraints can facilitate or enforce a
cartel only if all firms in the industry use identical practices. If Sylvania uses RPM while GE and Sony do not, the RPM cannot facilitate
anyone's cartel. Dealers that want to cheat on a dealers' cartel will sell
more GE sets at reduced prices, And if practices are not identical in
the manufacturing industry, then RPM cannot facilitate a cartel there,
either. The whole point of a "facilitating practice" is that when everyone does things the same way, this reduces the number of things the
cartel must monitor to control cheating. When everyone does not do
things the same way, nothing can be "facilitated."
The argument that vertical practices may impede entry by requiring the new entrant to come in with several products (or at several
levels) simultaneously also depends on uniform adherence to the restraint. If a monopoly manufacturer has long-term exclusive dealing
contracts with its distributors, its distribution network is "foreclosed" to
a would-be entrant. The prospective manufacturer must come in on
two levels (making plus distributing) or arrange for coordinated entry.
But if there are four manufacturers in the industry, and only one or two
use exclusive distribution, the would-be entrant will find a group of
distributors anxious to be its agents if it offers a better deal, which it
will. (Recall the hypothesis: the lack of entry allows the existing firms
to charge a price above the competitive level. The new entrant will
find distributors queueing up if it charges a price closer to the competitive one. If the existing firms charge only the competitive price, there is
no problem whether or not the new entrant can find distributors.)
The uniform-practice filter is exceptionally powerful. It screens
out almost all challenges to vertical practices. In almost every market
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the manufacturers employ a staggering variety of selling methods.
Some bundle products together and others do not; some use restricted
dealing and others do not. It is hard to compile a list often cases in the
history of antitrust that would proceed past this filter. Whatever explains a solitary manufacturer's use of RPM, exclusive contracts, ties,
or other practices, the practice cannot be anticompetitive. Because
other sellers use different methods, consumers have a choice. The competing offers of different products and different methods are competition at work.6 3
4. Effect on Output andSurvival-If arrangements are anticompetitive, the output and market share of those using them must fall.
This is a simple application of the Law of Demand. If a firm raises the
effective price of a product of given quality, it will sell less. Similarly,
if a firm improves the quality of a product and charges the same price,
it will sell more. If it both increases the price and increases the quality,
it may sell more or less, depending on whether consumers value the
improvement at more than the cost. To take a trivial example, if Commodore puts a new and better keyboard on its Commodore 64 computer, it may raise its price a little to cover the extra cost. If its sales
increase despite the higher price, we know that the change was worth
the higher price, and then some, to consumers.
We can perform this test in many antitrust cases.64 Look at what
happens when the manufacturer adopts the challenged practice. Hold
other things, such as demand, constant. There are statistical tools for
doing this, if the data are available. If the manufacturer's sales rise, the
practice confers benefits exceeding its costs. If they fall, that suggests
65
(although it does not prove) that there are no benefits.
63. The Supreme Court has recognized this, for all practical purposes, in its recent tying
cases. In United States Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enters., 429 U.S. 610 (1977), it gave, as one of the
reasons for finding that United States Steel lacked market power in the credit market, the ability
of other firms to elect to match or not match United States Steel's terms without interference from
any artificial obstruction. In Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 104 S. Ct. 1551 (1984), it
emphasized the fact that some hospitals used exclusive anesthesiology contracts and some did not
as a reason for concluding that the contract in question did not create anticompetitive forcing. See
also Kenworth of Boston, Inc. v. Paccar Fin. Corp., 735 F.2d 622, 624 (Ist Cir. 1984) (that different vendors use different practices negates the anticompetitive potential that could exist if all
vendors used the same practices).
64. Richard Posner has elaborated on this filter, and I therefore do not need to go into detail
in the text. See Posner, supra note 49, at 17-19. F.M. Scherer's demonstration, see Scherer, supra
note 39, at 697-701, that the output test could be inaccurate in some cases does not affect the point.
If these cases are sufficiently rare, as his own analysis suggests they will be, then the output filter
still has value. We are searching for useful filters, not perfect ones.
65. "Does not prove" because other things in the market may have happened at the same
time. A rival's introduction of a popular new product might account for the change in sales, and
the practice might still be harmless to competition or even beneficial.
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Most vertical arrangements appear to have increased output. In
GTE Sylvania the adoption of the territorial restraints coincided with
an expansion of Sylvania's sales and market share. United States
Steel's "tie" increased its sales of prefabricated houses and credit. The
hospital in Hyde adopted its "tie" when it opened its doors; it grew like
Topsy and continues to expand at the expense of other hospitals that
use different staffing practices. 66 In a number of restricted dealing
cases that did not reach the Supreme Court, defendants put into evidence sophisticated economic studies of sales and share. So far as I am
aware, in every vertical case in which modem econometric methods
have been used, the economists found that the practices expanded
output.

67

Sometimes the challenged practices were adopted so long ago that
information about changes in output and share is no longer available.
If so, we can approach the output question from a different perspective:
did the practice survive? If a practice produces monopoly profits, the
firms using it ultimately lose their positions to those offering consumers
a better deal. We can determine whether this occurred.
Erosion may take a long time-and the firms will collect monopoly profits in the interim-but if the practice extracts an overcharge,
erosion happens sooner or later. Even the best device for extracting an
overcharge, merger to monopoly, does not last forever. General Motors, United States Steel, and other aggregations formed by merger are
now but shadows of their former selves (in market share terms, anyway). Firms with impregnable monopolies protected by patents lose
68
them quickly after the patents expire.
When the barriers to entry into the business are low, we would
expect the erosion of position to occur reasonably quickly. The Antitrust Division's merger guidelines suggest that two years is "reasonably
quickly" in antitrust; the Division inquires how much new output
would be available within two years in response to a five percent increase in price. But for some practices two years is too short. Prospective entrants recognize that a new distribution practice may be
abandoned by the firm that adopted it; firms do make mistakes. Rivals
66. By the time the case reached the Supreme Court, the Hospital, which opened in 1971, was
the fourth or fifth largest in the New Orleans metropolitan area, with about 6.2% of the area's
patient-days. See Brief for Petitioners at B-3, Jefferson Parish Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 104 S.

Ct. 1551 (1984).
67. Regrettably, these studies have not yet been made available in published form. A survey
of older work finds mixed results, with RPM usually expanding output but sometimes producing
cartel-like consequences. See T. OVERSTREET, RESALE PRICE MAINTENANCE: ECONOMIC THEORIES AND EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE (FTC Staff Report 1983).
68. See Easterbrook, supra note 49, at 296 (collecting studies).
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may wait before entering. And entry itself may take a while. Thus, for
current purposes five years may be a better guide than two.
The proposed filter, then, is that if a firm or group of firms have
employed some arrangement continuously for five years, and have not
substantially lost market position, a challenge to the practice should be
dismissed. Five years is arbitrary. The length of time should depend
on how difficult it is to enter the business-considering entry barriers
(costs borne by the new firms that were not borne by the existing ones),
entry hurdles (costs that would not be recoverable if entry were abandoned, an important consideration in any strategic decision about entry), and the entry lag (how long entry takes even if there are low
hurdles and no barriers). The lower the barriers, hurdles, and lags, the
less time a court should require before it deems that new entry would
have smothered any anticompetitive practice.
No matter how we define a "persistent" practice, the most reasonable inference is that a persistent practice is persistently beneficial to
consumers. 69 Long-term vertical arrangements cannot usefully be explained as cartel-facilitating practices. Cartels themselves rarely last
five years. Although vertical arrangements may slow down entry, they
do not interdict it. By the time five years has elapsed, most or all of the
anticipated entry will have occurred. If the practice has survived for
five years, it is probably beneficial; if it is not, its demise in the market
probably will precede its demise at the hands of a court. Anticompetitive business practices customarily predecease the litigation they
spawn.
5. The Identity of the Plaintiff--The antitrust laws are designed
to prevent reductions in output and the associated higher prices. Yet
higher prices are privately beneficial to the producers. Firms seek to
enhance price when they can. One way to do so is to impose costs on
rivals, for when rivals have higher costs the price in the market rises.
(The price is set by the costs of the highest-cost producer able to stay in
business.) Antitrust may be useful in raising rivals' costs. 70 A judicial
69. This reverses the current approach. Courts today are lenient with the practices of new
entrants but are apt to condemn these same practices if used after the firms grow. Since a firm's
growth depends on the efficiency of the practices it uses, the courts have things exactly backwards.
70. Indeed, some have suggested that the antitrust laws, like other programs of regulation,
are the upshot of a struggle to obtain shelter from competition. E.g., Telser, Genesis offhe Sherman Act, in MANAGEMENT UNDER GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION: A ViEw FROM MOUNT
Scopus 259 (1984).
nations not regulate
hypothesis have not
14 J. LEGAL STUD.

If the Sherman Act is an effort to promote the general welfare, why do other
competition in the same way we do? But efforts to verify the interest group
been successful. See Stigler, The Origin ofthe Sherman Act, forthcoming in
(1985) (although small producers rather than consumers were the principal
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declaration that some efficient business practice is unlawful will raise
costs of production, because the rival must shift to the next-most-expensive method. The imposition of costs may be more direct: treble
damages are a cost of doing business, as are the costs of legal assistance, the costs of changing business plans to steer clear of antitrust exposure, and the diversion of the time and energy of executives from
production to litigation. Antitrust counterclaims are a common reply
to contract or patent litigation precisely because they greatly raise costs.
Antitrust litigation is attractive as a method of raising rivals' costs
because of the asymmetrical structure of incentives. The plaintiffs
costs of litigation will be smaller than the defendant's. The plaintiff
need only file the complaint and serve demands for discovery. If the
plaintiff wins, the defendant will bear these legal costs. The defendant,
on the other hand, faces treble damages and injunction, as well as its
own (and even its rival's) costs of litigation. The principal burden of
discovery falls on the defendant. The defendant is apt to be larger,
with more files to search, and to have control of more pertinent documents than the plaintiff.
Because of the asymmetries of the costs, antitrust may be a
cheaper (and more effective) means of imposing costs on one's rivals
than is resort to the political and administrative process. A firm seeking political relief from competition bears the bulk of the costs. It must
overcome the difficulty of organizing a political coalition. The rivals
get the benefit of inertia and instability; a political victory may be
short-lived. In litigation, though, most costs and risks fall on the defendant, and the plaintiffs victory may last a long time. Regulation by
antitrust cannot be undone through notice-and-comment rulemaking.
It is therefore important to find ways to reduce the attractiveness
of antitrust as a method of raising rivals' costs, while at the same time
preserving the power of antitrust to help consumers. One line worth
drawing is between suits by rivals and suits by consumers. Business
rivals have an interest in higher prices, while consumers seek lower
prices. Business rivals seek to raise the costs of production, while consumers have the opposite interest. The books are full of suits by rivals
for the purpose, or with the effect, of reducing competition and increasing price.7 1 The Department of Justice, recognizing that public suits
political supporters of the Sherman Act, there is no evidence that they gained
other producers).
71. See, e.g., Utah Pie Co. v. Continental Baking Co., 386 U.S. 685 (1967);
Restraintof Trade by the Supreme Court: The Utah Pie Case, 77 YALE L.J. 70
Hogarty, Utah Pie and the Consequences of Robinson-Patman,21 J.L. & ECON.
of the litigation about exclusionary practices (predatory pricing, introduction
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also may restrain competition, is reviewing existing antitrust decrees. 72
Courts cannot review old decrees on their own motion, but they should
be careful not to create new restraints. They therefore should treat

suits by horizontal competitors with the utmost suspicion. 73 They
should dismiss outright some categories of litigation between rivals and

subject all such suits to additional scrutiny.
One category of complaints that should not be entertained at all
concerns lower prices. Here the suit seeks protection from competition,
and dismissal should be automatic. The Brunswick doctrine imple-

ments this proposal for some cases. 74 The plaintiff in Brunswick was a
bowling center attacking Brunswick's acquisition of other bowling centers. It complained that the acquisition kept in the market bowling emporiums that otherwise would have failed, thus diverting business from
its lanes to Brunswick's and producing lower prices. The lower courts
held the acquisitions unlawful (because Brunswick ended up with a
large market share) and awarded plaintiff treble its lost profits. The

Supreme Court dispatched the suit quickly, pointing out that the antitrust objection to mergers is higher prices, not lower ones, and that

plaintiffs injury therefore was not compensable. All business practices
cause dislocations and losses-the most successful practices cause the
deepest losses-but antitrust does not offer insurance against competitive injury.
Brunswick's "antitrust injury doctrine" has been extended beyond
mergers. 7 5 It is usually put as a restriction on remedies, though, and
this diverts attention from the real problem. Brunswick responds to the
fact that often the lure of damages (or the ability to raise rivals' costs)
induces plaintiffs to challenge conduct that is procompetitive. The
bundling, and related conduct) also falls into this category. See also ECOS Elecs. Corp. v. Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., No. 83-2734 (7th Cir. Aug. 29, 1984), in which the plaintiff brought an
antitrust suit and asked the court to prevent UL from certifying as safe a rival's product. The
court saw this as a bald use of antitrust to frustrate competition.
72. Many antitrust suits are regulatory. The Department of Justice used antitrust suits to
establish district courts as regulatory agencies over industries in which the Antitrust Division was
persuaded that competition was "unworkable" but in which the political process had not acted.
See, eg., Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 22 (1945); United States v. Terminal R.R.
Ass'n, 224 U.S. 383 (1912), and the interminable meatpackers' litigation. Approximately 53 antitrust decrees entered through 1979 are regulatory in character. R. POSNER & F. EASTERBROOK,
ANTITRUST 761-63 (2d ed. 1981). This substantially exceeds the number of industries regulated by
statute.
73. This covers a lot of suits. One investigation found that only five percent of private antitrust suits alleged price fixing or territorial division by horizontal rivals, the cases most important
to the original purposes of antitrust. NATIONAL ECONOMIC RESEARCH AssocIATES, A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PRIVATE ANTITRUsT LITIGATION (1979) (report to the American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law).
74. Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc., 429 U.S. 477 (1977).
75. Eg., J. Truett Payne Co. v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 451 U.S. 557 (1981).
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suits impose costs whether plaintiffs win or not; worse, given the unavoidable number of erroneous decisions in antitrust cases, the suits
bring condemnation on useful conduct. The best way to deal with this
is to generalize the Brunswick approach.
The suit by Chrysler against the General Motors-Toyota joint venture is a prime example. GM and Toyota agreed to make subcompact
cars at a plant in California. The FTC investigated the proposal for
almost a year, concerned that the joint venture was a mask for broader
cooperation and would assist GM and Toyota in reducing their joint
output. If the jointly-produced car should replace independent projects
by each frlm or induce Toyota to import fewer cars, it could have such
an effect. The FTC, GM, and Toyota finally agreed on a consent judgment limiting the extent of the cooperation. Chrysler promptly filed
suit against the joint venture.
The identity of the plaintiff is all the court needs to know. There
are two hypotheses about the GM-Toyota agreement: one is that the
two firms are conniving to reduce output and drive up prices, and the
other is that they have found a way to combine their skills to make a
new car at lower costs than either could alone. (A third is that the
venture evades import restrictions. This has the same implications as
the second hypothesis.) If the first hypothesis is true, then Chrysler will
be a winner. It will reap the higher prices without having to reduce its
own output. If the second hypothesis is true, then Chrysler will be injured by the ensuing price reduction and erosion of sales. Chrysler's
suit demonstrates that it views the second hypothesis as the correct one.
Because only the first hypothesis supports an antitrust objection, the
suit contains the formula of its own dismissal. Any other suit by a business rival against a merger or joint venture should be dismissed for the
76
same reason.
Almost the same analysis applies to predatory practices suits
brought by firms that have not left the market. Some of these suits
explicitly request the court to order a business rival to raise price, and
they may be dismissed quickly.77 The standard tale of predatory pricing (which is identical for these purposes to any other exclusionary
practice) is that the aggressor inflicts fatal wounds on the rival in pe76. The district court has declined to dismiss Chrysler's suit for opaque reasons. Chrysler
Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 1984-1 TRADE CAS. (CCH) 66,021 (D.D.C. May 29, 1984).
77. Arthur S. Langenderfer, Inc. v. S.E. Johnson Co., 729 F.2d 1050 (6th Cir. 1984), is a good
example. The plaintiff complained that the defendant was setting price below the plaintiffs average costs, although above the defendant's average costs, with "intent" to drive the plaintiff out of
business. The court saw that the plaintiff was seeking protection from competition by a lower-cost
rival and dismissed the suit.
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riod one in order to drive it out of business, and thus collect monopoly
profits in period two. If the rival does not depart, however, it will collect the same price in period two as the aggressor. If there never are
monopoly prices, the case fails the second filter because the aggressor
receives no profit from its conduct. Often, though, it is hard to tell
whether the aggressor's conduct raised price. If the effect on price is
uncertain, the suit by the surviving rival still should be dismissed. The
plaintiff collects the same prices in today's market as the defendant. If
the course of conduct creates a monopoly profit for the aggressor, it
creates one for the plaintiff too. The plaintiff has little reason to challenge a business practice with this effect. Plaintiffs ideal world is to
collect monopoly profits today and also obtain reimbursement for
losses sustained in the period of aggression. But if the plaintiff expects
to stay in business, this is not an obtainable end. The award of damages will make similar episodes-which, by hypothesis, yield net benefits to plaintiff and defendant-unprofitable for the defendant. The
plaintiff does not want to kill the goose that laid the golden egg. Thus
a court should infer from the challenge that the net effect of the defendant's conduct has been to reduce rather than increase price.
Many other plaintiffs also have the wrong incentives. Antitrust
suits by the targets of tender offers often are designed to protect the
managers' jobs or to increase the price paid for the target, rather than
to protect consumers from higher prices. Targets may bring such litigation even though the sole effect of the acquisition would be to increase
the joint firms' efficiency. Targets therefore are inappropriate
78
plaintiffs.
Suits by buyers and sellers of productive assets are suspect. Occasionally one person sells assets to another for a price dependent on subsequent sales or profits and then complains that the assets have been
put to anticompetitive use. Such plaintiffs have all the wrong incentives. If their compensation is a percentage of sales, and the assets are
used monopolistically, then the compensation goes up rather than
down. Suits by sellers therefore typically allege too little promotion or
use, which cuts down on the deferred payments they receive. 7 9 Any
78. Several courts have so held. Eg., Central Nat'1 Bank v. Rainbolt, 720 F.2d 1183 (10th Cir.
1983); A.D.M. Corp. v. Sigma Instruments, Inc., 628 F.2d 753 (1st Cir. 1980); Carter Hawley Hale
Stores, Inc. v. The Limited, Inc., 587 F. Supp. 246 (C.D. Cal. 1984); see also Easterbrook & Fischel, Anfilrust Suits by Targets of Tender Offers, 80 MICH. L. Rav. 1155, 1156 (1982). There are
contrary holdings, however.
79. Eg., McDonald v. Johnson & Johnson, 722 F.2d 1370 (8th Cir. 1983). Here, the plaintiff
had a stake in sales and alleged that defendant created a monopoly by withholding production of
the asset sold (in this case an invention). Plaintiff sought damages and an order compelling de-

fendant to market the invention aggressively.
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monopoly problem in such a case arises when the seller puts the assets
in the hands of a firm that could increase prices by withholding production. The appropriate remedy is a public suit seeking divestiture
under sections 7 and 16 of the Clayton Act. The seller does not suffer
from high prices. Its interest, rather, is to compel sales at uneconomically low prices in order to generate gross receipts and thus royalties.
The disparity between plaintiffs interests and those of consumers calls
for dismissal. Disappointed sellers may resort to contract actions. It
hinders optimal enforcement of contract law, though, to treble the
awards by treating insufficient promotion as an antitrust offense. Trebling would lead either to too few sales of inventions as firms tried to
reduce exposure or to a reduction in payments to inventors in order to
subsidize excessive promotion of their inventions. Either result would
reduce economic efficiency. (If the current rule of single damages in
contract law is not optimal, the proper response is to change contract
law, not to treat contract cases as antitrust cases.) Much the same considerations counsel dismissal when a would-be buyer of assets invokes
80
antitrust.
Some especially bold plaintiffs try to use antitrust to obtain monopoly prices. One plaintiff complained that it was denied a lucrative
franchise and the court saw that suit as a request to be given a monopoly.-8 ' Other plaintiffs seem to get away with such requests. Dealership
termination suits are frequent offenders. The dealers in these cases
often say that the manufacturer's system is unlawful because it uses
resale price maintenance or otherwise restricts competition among
dealers. The termination, the dealer maintains, was designed to enforce the restraints. The dealer asks for lost profit damages-its historical or projected sales times treble its historical buy-sell margin. But if
the dealership system is unlawful, the margin is at a monopolistic level.
The plaintiff cannot properly recover treble the lost monopoly profit.
To make things worse, the terminated dealer probably was "cheating" on the restraints-for example, selling at a little less than the required resale price. Thus the dealer's pre-termination volume was
attributable to the restraints, which reduced the competition from other
80. See, e.g., Bayou Bottling, Inc. v. Dr Pepper Co., 725 F.2d 300 (5th Cir. 1984) (relying on
Brunswick to dismiss the suit of a frustrated buyer).
81. Almeda Mall, Inc. v. Houston Lighting & Power Co., 615 F.2d 343 (5th Cir. 1979), cert.
denied, 449 U.S. 870 (1980); see also Mid-Texas Communications Sys. v. AT&T, 615 F.2d 1372,
1391 (5th Cir.), cert. denied,449 U.S. 912 (1980); ef Walker v. U-Haul Co., 734 F.2d 1068, 1072-74
(5th Cir. 1984) (terminated dealer cannot sue unless acts increase price to consumers); Jack Walters & Sons Corp. v. Morton Bldg, Inc., 737 F.2d 698, 708-09 (7th Cir. 1984) (when dealer could
have lost business through lawful competition, it may not recover for termination).
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dealers, and not to the fired dealer's great competitive skills. Lost
profit damages in dealership cases bear little relation to the economic
costs of vertical restraints, and courts should take care not to allow the
lure of getting monopoly profits by judgment to become an incentive to
file inappropriate suits. When one dealer is replaced by another, the
proper measure of damages depends on the effect on price to consumers. If the replacement reinforces a monopolistic system or drives up
price, the award should be based on this overcharge times the affected
volume of sales. It may be convenient to allow the fired dealer to be
the consumers' champion, but the dealer will have the right incentives
only if the courts calculate damages in the appropriate way. Awards of
"lost monopoly profits" lead to excessive litigation and, inevitably, to
judgments that reduce manufacturers' willingness to adopt efficient
systems of distribution.
IV.

Conclusion

Antitrust is an imperfect tool for the regulation of competition.
Imperfect because we rarely know the right amount of competition
there should be, because neither judges nor juries are particularly good
at handling complex economic arguments, and because many plaintiffs
are interested in restraining rather than promoting competition.
The per se rule is not a satisfactory response to these problems.
Condemnation per se rests on a conclusion that all or almost all examples of some category of practices are inefficient, yet we cannot reach
such a judgment for any practice other than naked horizontal restraints. The traditional Rule of Reason falls prey to all of the limits of
antitrust. It assumes that judges can tap a fount of economic knowledge that does not exist, and it disregards the costs of judicial decisionmaking (including the costs of damning efficient conduct by mistake or
design). Something must be done.
That "something" is to replace the existing method of antitrust
analysis with a series of simple filters. Each filter should be designed to
screen out beneficent conduct and pass only practices that are likely to
reduce output and increase price. The filter approach shares with the
per se approach the judgment that such screening should be done by
category of case rather than one case at a time. The courts should establish rules, recognizing that one cost of decision by rule is occasional
over- and under-breadth.
The filters deal with the ingredients of anticompetitive practices.
If there is no market power, if the defendant cannot profit by reducing
output, or if the conduct fails any of the other tests, there is no substan-
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tial competitive problem. Each filter errs, if at all, on the side of permitting questionable practices. Yet precision is unobtainable, and the
bias in favor of business practices is appropriate. The price of case-bycase inquiry into the actual competitive consequences of business practices is large. The price includes prohibiting some efficient practices
and deterring others. What we get in exchange today is not worth this
price.
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